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	If this book had a hero, it would probably be Sir Isaac Newton. Today

	there is an entire branch of physics known as Newtonian. Newton made

	great discoveries in mathematics, optics, and physics, and his formulation of

	the lawof gravitation is still in use today. By the age of 23, he had developed a

	workable version of calculus, and his thinking was ahead of any other

	mathematician in Europe. As president of the Royal Society, Newton

	became theworld’s first great administrator of science, laying the foundation

	for the way research is conducted today.





	In short, Newton was a true genius. Not just a very smart guy, but the real

	deal, a man who could, by sheer force of intellect, uncover the deepest

	mysteries of nature.





	Yet, as this book will describe, when Newton deduced that a crash in

	England’s young stock marketwas inevitable, he chose not to withdrawfrom

	the market and lost the equivalent of over a million dollars (in today’s

	money). He later commented ‘‘I can predict the motions of the planets, but

	not the limits of human folly. ’’ His mistake looked much like that made by

	many investors in America’s dot.com crash.





	Sometimes apparently intelligent individuals, even geniuses, do things

	that look exactly like stupidity. That is what this book is about.

	In general, we don’t worry about smart people making stupid decisions.





	We believe that having smart people involved in an enterprise means things

	will turn out well. Smart people are well paid. Corporations, the

	government, and academia seek them out for their talent. When things

	gowrong,we look for smart people to fix them.Why? Becausewe think that

	they will get it right.
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Structural Changes and their Econometric Modeling (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2018

	
		This book focuses on structural changes and economic modeling. It presents papers describing how to model structural changes, as well as those introducing improvements to the existing before-structural-changes models, making it easier to later on combine these models with techniques describing structural changes. The book also...
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Mechatronics: Dynamics of Electromechanical and Piezoelectric Systems (Solid Mechanics and Its Applications)Springer, 2006
This volume treats Lagrange equations for electromechanical systems, including piezoelectric transducers and selected applications.

It is essentially an extension to piezoelectric systems of the work by Crandall et al.:"Dynamics of Mechanical and Electromechanical Systems", McGraw-Hill, published in 1968. The first three...
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Digital People: From Bionic Humans to AndroidsJoseph Henry Press, 2004
Robots, androids, and bionic people pervade popular culture, from classics like Frankenstein and R.U.R. to modern tales such as The Six Million Dollar Man, The Terminator, and A.I. Our fascination is obvious – and the technology is quickly moving from books and films to real life.
In a lab at MIT, scientists and technicians have created...
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iPhone 4S For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Who knew a phone could do all this? Get to know your new iPhone with this fantastic full-color guide Although iPhones now dominate the landscape, it's not a given that you'll instantly know how to use one. And that's where this handy book comes in. Written in the friendly For Dummies style and sporting senior-friendly larger type...
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Missional Map-Making: Skills for Leading in Times of TransitionJossey-Bass, 2010

	Guidance for church leaders to develop their own maps and chart new paths toward stronger, more vibrant, and more missional congregations


	In the burgeoning missional church movement, churches are seeking to become less focused on programs for members and more oriented toward outreach to people who are not already in church. This...
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Python How to Program (With CD-ROM)Prentice Hall, 2002
The authoritative DEITEL™ LIVE-CODE™ introduction to Python programming  

 This new book by the world's leading programming language textbook authors carefully explains how to use Python as a general-purpose programming language and how to program multi-tier, client/server,...
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